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A Response to Yehoshua Granat
Michael Rand

Item 1:
Granat’s reading and interpretation of l. 32 are to be preferred to those given in

my article. However, the reading Â˜˘Á in l. 33 suggested by him is impossible,

since there is an unambiguous and consistent difference between qof and tav

in the manuscript (the bottom stroke of the former points more or less directly

downwards, while the left leg of the latter curves leftwards and upwards); the

reading is clearly Â˙˘Á (apud Grant’s claim in note 13). One might suggest,

therefore, in light of Granat’s likely interpretation of ÌÚË as referring to Torah,

that Â˙˘Á be understood as a transitive verb (i.e., as Â˙˘Á‰), so that Â˙˘Á ÌÚË

‰·‡˘‰ ˙È· ˙ÁÓ˘[·] / ‰·‡˘Ï (l. 34) would be interpreted as: È¯·Á ˙‡ ˙„„ÂÚÂ ˙Ê¯ÈÊ

‰·‡Â˘‰ ˙È· ˙ÁÓ˘ ˙Ú· ("ÌÚË") ‰¯Â˙ È¯·„ ·Â‡˘Ï (Ì˙È‡ Ï‡¯˘È ÏÎ ˙‡Â) ÔÈ¯„‰Ò‰.

Item 2:
The distinction made by Granat between the pre-modern meaning of ·ˆ˜,

“measure” (i.e., synonymous with ¯ÂÚÈ˘, ‰„Ó) and the modern meaning, “pace,”

is unnecessary in the present context, since “pace” (in everyday usage, at least)

expresses the measure of the speed of a given process, and the interpretation

offered in my commentary refers to the measure, or degree, of the Tree’s ability

to nurture the world; thus far for the question of the semantics of the word

·ˆ˜. The real distinction, therefore, between my interpretation and Granat’s is

rooted in the question of what exactly is being measured. Granat suggests that

the measurement refers to the depth of the Tree’s roots, which reach to the

primordial waters. However, the midrashic description of the Tree in which the

line in question is rooted clearly indicates that the measurement it offers refers
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to the Tree’s girth, not the depth of its roots, which is not mentioned at all: ıÚ

Â˙¯ÂÎ ÂÏÈÙ‡ ‡Ï‡ ÂÙÂ ¯·„ ÛÂÒ ‡Ï .È‡ÚÏ‡ '¯È· ‰„Â‰È '¯ 'Ó‡ .‰˘ ˙Â‡Ó ˘ÓÁ ÍÏ‰Ó ÌÈÈÁ

(PT Ber. 1:1 [2c]; cf. also Ber. Rab. 15:6 [ed. Theodor-Albeck, p. 138]). This

description of the Tree’s circumference (rather than the depth of its roots) is

reflected in the Qillirian silluq for Sukkot cited by Granat, which relies directly

on the midrashic source quoted above: Â˙¯»Î È·  Ú / ˙ÂÏÚ ÂÈ˙ÂÎÈÏ‰ ‰˘ ˙Â‡Ó ˘ÓÁ

˙ÂÏÚ‰Ï Â˜ ‰Ê· (l. 47 [ed. Goldschmidt-Frenkel, p.130]). In the silluq, the word

·ˆ˜ appears in the following line, which describes the extent of the Tree’s

branches: ˙ÂÏÚ‰Ï ‰„Ó· ÔÈ‡ ÂÈÙÚ [·ˆ˜ ‡"] ÔÈÓ Ï·‡ (l. 48 [ibid.]). It is therefore

evident that the question of the depth of the Tree’s roots is treated neither in

the midrashic source, nor in the Qillirian poetic tradition that directly relies on

it. On the other hand, in the silluq for Sukkot, Qillir develops the midrashic

source by referring to the extent of the Tree’s branches. This specifically poetic

development is quite likely rooted in the description found in the book of

Daniel (4:9y10): ‡¯˘· ÏÎ ÔÈÊ˙È ‰ÓÂ ...‰· ‡ÏÎÏ ÔÂÊÓÂ ‡È‚˘ ‰·‡Â ¯ÈÙ˘ ‰ÈÙÚ. On

the basis of this scriptural source, which makes the connection between the

extensive foliage of the Tree and its all-nourishing quality, it seems likely to

me that the word ·ˆ˜, which Qillir uses in connection with the Tree’s foliage

in the silluq for Sukkot, is employed by him in the rahit
˙

for Shemini Atzeret

to refer to the Tree’s nourishing ability. In light of this explanation, I think the

words ÌÈÓ ˜ÓÂÚÎ ‡Â‰ ¯˘‡ “...which is like deep waters” are best interpreted as a

simile, in which water stands for nourishment and plenty. Granat’s alternative

explanation, according to which the poet is referring here to the actual depth

of the primordial waters which the Tree’s roots reach, is theoretically possible

but less likely in my view, especially as he does not cite any textual (i.e.,

midrashic) support for such a seemingly specific cosmographic notion.1

1 The reference to ÌÈ¯‰ È·ˆ˜ in Jonah 2:7, made by Granat in note 19, does not seem to be
relevant. The scriptural phrase is difficult to interpret, but in any case it is clear on the basis
of the context that it is part of the description of the (metaphorical) death of the speaker
and his shade-like existence in the Pit, whereas in the case under discussion, the term ·ˆ˜

is employed within the opposite context of life, plenty and nourishment.
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Items 3, 4, 6:

Granat’s interpretations, arrived at on the basis of a manuscript that I

unaccountably overlooked in my edition, are to be accepted. The manuscript

in question, ENA 1235.1, is actually the direct continuation of ENA 631.1,

on which ll. 1y40 of my edition are based. The following is an apparatus of

variant readings from the new manuscript (not including variations in plene

versus defective orthography). The variant forms are given together with their

vocalization in the manuscript. Those cases in which the alternative readings

provide an obviously better text than the one I published (including those

places pointed out by Granat) are marked by an asterisk.

¯≈a«b¿̇ƒÓe Ï≈b¿Ï«b¿̇ƒÓ [Ï‚Ï‚˙Ó 49 ÚÓ˘¿a [ÚÓ˘Ó· ÌƒÈ«Ó eÓ¿̄BÊ¿È [ÂÓ¯ÂÊÈ ¯∆̆ ∆̃ ¯Èƒz«‰Ï [...] ['ˆ 14

('Â ÔÓ ‰‡¯Î ,˙˜Â˙Ó 'Ï) ‰»È ˙∆·∆‰¿Ï«L¿k [˙·‰Ï˘Î 59 Ï«ÚBt Ï»k [ÌÏÚÂÙ ÏÂ·È ‡∆‰¿È Ï«a [È‰È Ï‡ 55

[‰ÙÂÈÓÂ 63 ˙ÈƒÊ¬Á«n«·¿k [˙ÂÊÁÓ· ÈÎ L»̄»Á [Ò¯Á È≈̃ewÈƒÊ [È˜Â˜ÈÂ 61* ‰‡¿̄«Ó¿k ‰∆‡¿̄«nƒÓ [‰‡¯ÓÓ 60

˙«̄¿·Èƒk [˙¯·Î ˙¯˘Á· ˙¯·ÂÎ 66* ‰»·≈̃¿ƒa [‰·˜Ï 65 ˙«Ú«· ÈƒÏ¿a ˙BÁ»‡¿Ï [˙ÂÚ·È ÏÎ 64* ‰∆t«̂¿Óe

ÈÓ ‚Ï˘Ó 71 Ba [ÂÓ· 70 eÂ«̂¿È [·ÂÈ 68 ¯È≈L¬Á«‰¿Ïe „Èƒa¿Î«‰¿Ï [¯È˘Á‰Ï ¯È·‰Ï 67 ‰»̄»·¿k ˙«̄¿L«Á¿k

Ì»a [ÁÂ˙ÙÏÂ 75 ÛÈƒÏ¬Á«‰¿lÈƒÓe d»a ·≈̄»Ú¿̇ƒ‰ƒlÓ [¯Â·ÚÏÓÂ ·¯Ú˙‰ÏÓ 73 [..]«L Ì∆L∆‚¿Â ‚∆Ï∆L [ÁÂÏÈ˘

[ıÈ„ ‰»pÈ ƒ̄ [Ô¯ 80 Â‡˘È [Â‡˘ÈÂ 79 ÌÈƒ·ÈƒL¿̃«Óe ÌÈƒÏÈƒt«Óe [ÌÈÏÙÓÂ ÌÈƒ̄¿̂BÚ [ÌÈ¯ˆÂ‡ 77 ÁBz¿ÙÈƒÏ

‰Â∆Â»L«a [ÁÂÂ˘· 85* Ì»̇»ÚÈƒ·¿b ˙È«ÈÂ¿ÂÈƒÏ [Ì˙ÚÈ·‚ ˙«„Èƒ̄¿a [˙„¯· 82 ıÈƒÈ«c ÌÈƒ̃»Ó¬Ú«Â

I have re-edited the following lines according to MS ENA 1235.1. The

vocalization is mine. A commentary is provided wherever the interpretation

differs from that which I suggested in my original article.

51·∆L∆̃ ÈƒÏ¿a [...] BÙBÒ „«Ú¿Â Ì»ÏBÚ»‰ ÛBqƒÓ ‡≈̄B˜ <Ï>B˜

52¯eˆ ˙BÏ¬Ú¿ÙƒÓ eÊ¬Á eÎ¿Ï ‰»a«̄ÌB‰¿z «ÚÈƒÓ¿L«Ó ·∆L∆̃

53˙B‡»·¿̂ È ≈̄»…˘ ÂÏ·È˜Â ÈÏÚ ‰Â»eÈƒ̂ <¯>eˆ

54„«Á«t ÈƒÏ¿a E¿̄eL¿a e¯»L ÌÈƒ̃»̄¿a <˙B‡>¿·ƒ̂

57ÔƒÈ«Ú ˙ÈÈƒ‡¿̄«Ó Ï»Î¿a ˙∆L∆̃ ˙B‡¿̄«‰¿Ï <Ô»>»Ú

58d»̇È»iƒÎ¿Ò ˙eÓ¿c ˙Èƒ¿·«z ˜ec¿̃Èƒ„¿a ÔBfƒlÈƒÓ <ÔƒÈ>«Ú

78ÌÈƒi«Á«‰ ı∆̄∆‡ B„¿̃Â»Ù¿a ¯Èƒt¿Á«È ÌÈƒ̄»Ú¿L [ÌÈÚÈ˜·]ÓÂ

88ÌÈƒ̇≈n«‰ ˙È»È»Á¿z Ï«Ú Ì∆L∆b«‰ ˙ÏÂ·‚ ¯ÈƒÚ»‰¿Ï ‰»»Ó¬‡
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ÂÈÈ‰ ,'‰ ÈÁÈÏ˘ :˙Â‡·ˆ È¯˘ ."eÏ¿a«̃¿Â eÏ¬Ú" :È˙¯Â„‰Ó ˙Ò¯È‚ ˙‡ ÛÈ„Ú‰Ï ˘È :ÂÏ·È˜Â ÈÏÚ 53

¯È˘ ÂÈÈ‰ ,ÌÚ¯Ï ‰¯ÂÙËÓ ‰‡¯Î :Â¯˘ 54 .(È˙¯Â„‰Ó· ¯˙‡ ÏÚ ˘Â¯ÈÙ· ‰ÂÂ˘‰) ÌÈÓ˘‚‰

ÔÈÚ 58 .„È‰ ·˙Î ÈÙ ÏÚ „Â˜È‰ ;˙È‡¯Ó :ÂÓÎ :˙ÈÈ‡¯Ó 57 .Í˙Â‡ Â‡¯ ¯˘‡Î :Í¯Â˘· .ÌÈ˜¯·‰

'‰ :¯ÈÙÁÈ .78 .„È‰ ·˙Î ÈÙ ÏÚ ÏÚÙ ÔÈÈ·Î „Â˜È‰ :ÔÂÊÏÈÓ .Ë¯‚ Ï˘ Â˘Â¯ÈÙ ˙‡ ‰‡¯ :ÔÂÊÏÈÓ

·˙Î ÈÙ ÏÚ „Â˜È‰ :˙ÈÈÁ˙ ."˙«̄e·¿b" :È˙¯Â„‰Ó ˙Ò¯‚ ˙‡ ÛÈ„Ú‰Ï ˘È :˙ÏÂ·‚ 88 .‡˘Â‰ ‡Â‰

.ËÂÈÙ· ˙ÁÂÂ¯ "‰»È»Á¿z" ‰¯Âˆ‰ .„È‰

Item 5:

Granat is correct in pointing out that the metaphoric explanation offered in my

commentary is rather convoluted. He is also correct in that most of the piyyut
˙

in question deals with natural phenomena, and does not therefore represent

an obvious context for a developed metaphor relating to God’s speaking.

However, it should be pointed out that precisely in the lines preceding the

ones in question we find a concentration of terms from the semantic field of

speech: „È‚‰Ï (l. 68), ‡‚‰ (l. 69), ¯ÓÂ‡· (l. 69). The last case is particularly

significant, since it appears in the sentence ÂÙÈÚ¯È ¯ÓÂ‡·, which makes direct

lexical reference to the scriptural locus classicus for the connection between

speech and water: È˙¯Ó‡ ÏËÎ ÏÊ˙ ÈÁ˜Ï ¯ËÓÎ Û¯ÚÈ (Deuteronomy 32:2). Granat’s

comments notwithstanding, therefore, it seems to me unsurprising that in the

next line the poet would switch from a description of the descent of water to

a description of the descent of Divine speech, though I admit that the way

in which I suggested understanding the metaphor is unduly complex (and

therefore not entirely convincing).

The naturalistic explanation offered by Granat, moreover, also presents a

number of difficulties. I am not an expert in agriculture,2 but it is difficult for

me to accept the notion that ÌÈÚ¯‰ ˙Â¯ÈÙ‰ ˙‡ ÌÈ¯Ú·Ó ÌÈÓ˘‚‰, offered by Granat

2 And neither, apparently, were the pre-classical and classical payyet
˙

anim, whose knowledge
of the subject was rather limited; see E. Ha-Cohen, ÌÈˆÈ Âˆˆ È·Â / ¯·Ú ÂÈ˙Ò‰Â Ì˘‚‰ ÛÏÁ'"

"ıÈ˜‰Â Û¯ÂÁ‰ ÔÈ· ÌÈÈ¯·Ú ÁÂÎÈÂ ÈËÂÈÙ· ÌÈÂÈÚ Z '¯ÈÓÊ ÚÈ‚‰Â, Masoret ha-Piyyut
˙

4 (2008), pp.
61y83.
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by way of explanation for the words of the piyyut
˙

: Ú¯‰ ¯Ú·Ï ÂÙÈÚ¯È. And even if

some such thing were scientifically possible, there is no evidence in the piyyut
˙

literature known to me that the poets thought of the rain as being detrimental

to the growth of (bad) fruit. It seems, therefore, that the burden of proof is on

Granat to demonstrate the existence of this idea on the basis of a text other

than the difficult one that is at issue here.

The connection between the words Ì˘‚/ÌÈÓ and ‚Ï˘ in the payyet
˙
an’s

phrase ÁÂÏÈ˘ ÈÓ ‚ÏyÓ ÌÚË (see also the variant reading to this line, given

above) is quite common in Qillirian language. In addition to the pair ‚Ï˘Â Ì˘‚

cited by Granat from the Qillirian seder pesuqim for Shemini ‘Atzeret (l. 68

[ed. Goldschmidt-Frenkel, p. 424]), one may also note the following cases

from the seder yetsira of the same composition: ÌÈÓ ˙‚ÈÏyÓ (l. 8 [ibid., p.

410]), ÌÈÓ ‚Ï˘ (l. 42 [ibid., p. 414]).3 On the basis of these cases, it seems

reasonable to consider these combinations as expressing simply the notion of

“water” or “rain.” However, the addition of the word ÁÂÏÈ˘ to the phrase in

question presents an interpretational difficulty. Granat suggests that the phrase

be interpreted to mean: ÁÂÏÈ˘‰ ÈÓ ÌÚËÎ Â‰ ...ÌÈÓ˘‚‰ Ï˘ ÌÓÚË. Leaving aside

the difficulty of construing the words in question in such a way as to yield this

meaning, it seems to me that the very context of the piyyut
˙

, stressed by Granat,

militates against this interpretation. The piyyut
˙

is mostly concerned with the

process by which the fructifying rain is brought to earth, not with the taste of the

(rain) water qua drinking water.4 From the point of view of context, therefore,

the naturalistic explanation offered by Granat is at least as difficult as the

3 Cf. also M. Rand, Introduction to the Grammar of Hebrew Poetry in Byzantine Palestine
(Piscataway, NJ 2006), p. 455 n. 739.

4 Cf. in this regard M. Rand, “Clouds, Rain and the Upper Waters: From Bereshit Rabbah
to the Piyyut

˙
im of Eleazar be-rabbi Qillir,” Aleph (forthcoming). The source in Ber. Rab.

13:10 quoted by Granat in this connection (and cited in my commentary to ll. 34y35 of
the piyyut

˙
[p. 52*]) is therefore not relevant, since the question posed in the

midrash is not so much of the taste of the water (i.e., salty or sweet) as
of its status within the hydrological process (i.e., the relationship between
salt and fresh water on the surface of the earth).
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metaphorical one which I suggested.5 And since the reference to the waters of

Siloam cannot reasonably be integrated into the dominant naturalistic context

of the piyyut
˙

, it seems preferable to me — given the ready-made scriptural

metaphor in Isaiah 8:6 — to interpret these lines in terms of a metaphoric

connection between water and speech.

Item 7:

In the following, I attempt to present my opinion with regard to the authorship of

the shiv‘ata ÌÈÓÂÈ „ÚÒ ˙ÁÂ¯‡. In Granat’s view, the “inner-textological” reasons

for thinking that the framing shiv‘ata (as opposed to the piyyut
˙
im inserted

into the second benediction, about whose Sa‘adyanic authorship there is no

dispute) is Sa‘adyanic are as follows: (1) the shiv‘ata is explicitly attributed to

Sa‘adya in the headings given in two manuscripts (one of which is lost, while

the other serves as the basis of ll. 1y10 of my edition, where the heading is

given); (2) the inserted piyyut
˙
im are associated with the framing shiv‘ata in

four manuscripts; (3) the fixed phrase ˙ÂÁÂÓ ÈÓ appears in the strophes of the

framing shiv‘ata as well as in the seder yetsira ‰ÓÎÁ‡Â ÈÙÏ‡ ÍÈ˜ÂÁ (not in the

reshut ÌÈ‚ÏÙ ˙Â¯ËÓ È·˘‡ Á˙ÙÈ, as Granat writes).6

Reason No. 2 is hardly convincing, it being a near-axiom in piyyut
˙

research

that when a composition consists of a framing qerova (qedushta, shivata,

etc.) that is expanded by means of piyyut
˙
im inserted in accordance with the

requirements of a particular liturgical occasion, the inserted piyyut
˙
im could be

5 The connection suggested by Granat in note 32 between the adverbial expression ˙Á·

found in the line in question and Ë‡Ï ÌÈÎÏ  ‰‰ ÁG˘‰ ÈÓ (Isaiah 8:6 [the verse is cited in
my commentary to that line, though with different import]) is unlikely, since ˙Á· seems
to be a rather common adverbial usage, with no special allusive import; in addition to the
cases cited by Granat, see also Ï‚ÚÓ Ï≈‰« ˙Á· from the same Qillirian composition (l. 69
[ed. Goldschmidt-Frenkel, p. 425]), and cf. Rand (n. 3 above), pp. 281y282. It is not even
certain that Qillir would have interpreted Ë‡Ï as an adverb meaning “gently, slowly”; see
Pesikta de Rav Kahana 6:2 (ed. Mandelbaum, p. 116), where it is assumed that Ë‡Ï refers
to a toponym: ...Ë‡Ï ÂÓ˘˘ ÌÂ˜Ó ÂÈˆÓ ‡ÏÂ ‡¯˜Ó‰ ÏÎ ÏÚ Â¯ÊÈÁ '‡ ‡¯Ù˜ ¯· [Â ,Á '˘È] Ë‡Ï Â‰Ó.

6 See M. Zulay, ÔÂ‡‚ ‰È„ÚÒ ·¯ Ï˘ ˙ÈËÈÈÙ‰ ‰ÏÂÎÒ‡‰ (Jerusalem 1964), pp. ˆy‰Ù.
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(and were) changed at will, in accordance with the liturgical requirements and

the tastes of the communities in which these compositions were employed.7

So if, for example, the piyyut
˙

˘Ó˙˘‰Ï Â· ¯ÂÒ‡ ‰ÎÂÁ ¯, which is apparently

Qillirian, appears in the qedushta for 18 benedictions ÍÈ¯„Á· ¯È‡˙ ‰·ÈÏ‰‡ ¯ by

Pinh
˙
as, this does not undermine the attribution of the qedushta to Pinh

˙
as.8 Thus

the fact that four manuscripts (a not particularly impressive number) make a

connection between the framing shiv‘ata and the inserted piyyut
˙
im by Sa‘adya

can hardly be taken as proof of the Sa‘adyanic authorship of the former, if

cogent reasons to think otherwise exist. It merely shows that in the liturgical

practice of the communities (or community) for which these four manuscripts

were produced, these Sa‘adyanic piyyut
˙
im for Shemini ‘Atzeret were inserted

into the shiv‘ata ÌÈÓÂÈ „ÚÒ ˙ÁÂ¯‡.

Reason No. 1 is likewise unconvincing, since there is no reason why

attributions made by copyists in the headings of manuscripts should be accepted

7 Granat seems to imply that there is something misleading in my having omitted the inserted
piyyut

˙
im from my edition of the framing shiv‘ata, but this is standard practice in the

preparation of critical editions of piyyut
˙

im when the editor is convinced that some piyyut
˙

im
do not belong to the composition within which they are copied. In the context of a long
disquisition on the composition of the Rain shiv‘ata, Granat stresses the fact that after its
second strophe it contains a string of inserted piyyut

˙
im that precede the recitation of the

second benediction of the ‘amida, and finds it surprising that in my edition I should have
indicated this recitation by means of the insertion (in square brackets) of the words ‰ÈÁÓ '·.
He apparently fails to appreciate that in my itemized list of compositions, I list simple
shiv‘atot for Shemini ‘Atzeret (i.e., those that were never intended to contain inserted
piyyut

˙
im for Rain) separately from Rain shiv‘atot (i.e., those that were specifically intended

to serve as framing shiv‘atot for the inserted piyyut
˙

im, in other words, to be recited during
the Additional Service of Shemini ‘Atzeret), and that ÌÈÓÂÈ „ÚÒ ˙ÁÂ¯‡ is listed among
the latter (pp. 18*y19*). This clearly indicates that my assumption is that the shiv‘ata in
question originally did contain inserted piyyut

˙
im by Qillir, but that in the available (and

rather meager) textual record these piyyut
˙

im have been replaced by those of Sa‘adya.
8 See Sh. Elizur, Ô‰Î‰ ÒÁÈÙ È·¯ ÈËÂÈÙ (Jerusalem 2004), pp. 54y55. In the words of Elizur,

the appearance of the piyyut
˙

˘Ó˙˘‰Ï Â· ¯ÂÒ‡ ‰ÎÂÁ ¯ in the context of the qedushta
for 18 benedictions by Pinh

˙
as casts doubt on the copyist (rather than on the

authorship of the composition): ÏÂÎÓ ¯˙ÂÈ ˜È˙ÚÓ‰ ˙‡ „È˘ÁÓ ‰·Â¯˜·˘ ‰·Á¯‰‰ ËÂÈÙ

ÌÈÂ˘ ÌÈËÂÈÙ Ï˘ Ë˜ÏÓ ‰˘„Á ‰ÈˆÈÊÂÙÓÂ˜ ˙¯ÈˆÈ·.
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when contrary evidence exists.9 In the present case, it is easy to suppose that

a copyist attributed the entire composition to Sa‘adya on account of the

Sa‘adyanic authorship of the inserted piyyut
˙
im (while having missed, as did a

number of moderns, the acrostic signature ¯ÊÚÏ‡ in the framing shiv‘ata).

Reason No. 3 is refuted by the arguments offered by Granat himself. In

trying to explain away the acrostic signature ¯ÊÚÏ‡ found in the framing shiv‘ata

(see further below), he notes that ˙¯ÎÈ ‚"Ò¯ ¯·ÈÁ˘ Ì˘‚‰ ˙Â˙Ú·˘ È˙˘· ,‰˘ÚÓÏ

'È¯· Û‡' ˙È¯ÈÏ˜‰ Ì˘‚‰ ˙˙Ú·˘ Ï˘ ‰ÊÚ‰ ‰˙ÚÙ˘‰. Once we admit that the inserted

piyyut
˙
im composed by Sa‘adya for Shemini ‘Atzeret are influenced by Qillirian

models, it is not so difficult to imagine that in this case Sa‘adya simply took

a ready-made Qillirian framing shiv‘ata and composed piyyut
˙
im for it in such

a way that they could fit easily into the frame. After all, the use of a fixed

phrase is a very easy structural detail to imitate, and it is quite useful in lending

structural unity to a composition as a whole. In this case, one might even

speculate that what caught Sa‘adya’s eye in this particular shiv‘ata — which

is, after all, not exceptional in terms of its literary qualities — was the use of

the verb „ÚÒ in the first line, which answers so nicely to his own name.10

9 Cf. Sh. Elizur, ‰¯Â˙ Ô˙Ó ÌÂÈÏ ˙Â‡˙˘Â„˜ Z ¯ÈÏ˜ È·¯È· ¯ÊÚÏ‡ È·¯ (Jerusalem 2000), p. 20, where
the editor says as much with regard to the evaluation of the heading ¯ÊÚÏ‡ in attempting to
determine the Qillirian authorship of piyyut

˙
im: ˙Á‡ ‡Ï ÔÎ˘ ,‰Ê ‚ÂÒÓ ˙Â¯˙ÂÎ· ¯‰ÊÈ‰Ï ÍÈ¯ˆ Í‡...

˙ÂÈÂ‚˘ Ô˙Â‡ Â‡ˆÓ. (Granat himself refers to Elizur’s discussion of the question of attribution
in note 2.)

10 I cannot accept Granat’s claim, made in note 52, that there is something particularly
suggestive or diagnostic about the collocation of the verb „ÚÒ together with the word ÌÈÓ

(or the like) in a line from the framing shiv‘ata and two lines from the inserted piyyut
˙
im. I

think it entirely banal that a verb meaning “to stay, support” should appear
together with the word “water” in poetry whose basic function it is to
request rain. Furthermore, in the case from l. 1 of the framing shiv‘ata, the
word ÌÈÓ appears in the rhyme position (i.e., it is not entirely freely selected) and in the
first case from the Sa‘adyanic inserted piyyut

˙
im, the word is taken from the fixed

phrase ˙ÂÁÂÓ ÈÓ (i.e., it is entirely fixed in its place by means of the poetic structure). In
the second case from the Sa‘adyanic inserted piyyut

˙
im, the phrase ÌÈ‚Ï˘Â ˙Â¯ËÓ likewise

appears in the rhyme position. The only thing that these examples prove is that a similarity
in (liturgical) function leads to a similarity in (lexical) form (although, as stated above, I
admit that Sa‘adya might have had a special predilection for the verb „ÚÒ).
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Leaving aside for the moment the question of language, this leaves us with

a framing shiv‘ata that is unambiguously signed ¯ÊÚÏ‡ in the acrostic. True,

the use of this acrostic signature alone is not enough to establish Qillirian

authorship, and in such a case Elizur suggests the following procedure: Ô˙È

‡È‰˘Î ˙˜ÙÒÓ ‰È‡˘ ˙Â„ÈÚÏ ˜ÂÊÈÁ ˙ÙÒÂ˙Î ÂÏ‡· ‡ˆÂÈÎÂ ˙ÂÈ·˙ ,ÔÂ‚Ò· ˘Ó˙˘‰Ï ‰È‰È

(„·Ï· '¯ÊÚÏ‡' ˙ÓÈ˙Á Ï˘ Â‡ ˙¯˙ÂÎ· ˜È˙ÚÓ Ï˘) ‰ÓˆÚÏ.11 In the present case, a formal

criterion is not hard to find: the distribution of the acrostic letters over the

strophes of the framing shiv‘ata parallels that found in the Qillirian Dew shivata

˙Â„ÈÁ ÚÈ·‡ Â˙Ú„· (as I stated on p. 19*; Dew shiv‘atot are structurally parallel

to Rain shiv‘atot, as a result of their functional, i.e., liturgical, parallelism). So

we are faced with a choice between attributing the framing shiv‘ata to Qillir

on the basis of a typical acrostic signature or assuming that the shiv‘ata was

nevertheless composed by Sa‘adya, who signed someone else’s name in the

acrostic. Granat opts for the second choice, arguing that Sa‘adya is known

to have signed names other than his own in his piyyut
˙
im — namely, ‰ÓÏ˘

and „ÈÂ„ — and that therefore Ï˘ ‰˙Â‡ˆÓÈ‰ ÌˆÚ ,‡ÚÓ˜ ÈÏÒ˜Â„¯Ù ,ÌÈÂÒÓ Ô·ÂÓ·

‚"Ò¯ Ï˘ ÂËÚ È¯ÙÓ ‰˙ÂÈ‰ ÌÚ „Á‡ ‰˜· ‰ÏÂÚ ‡˜ÂÂ„ ‰ÈˆÈÊÂÙÓÂ˜· ˙¯Á‡ ‰ÓÈ˙Á. He

then goes on to suggest that Sa‘adya’s use of this signature in this shiv‘ata

was an act of homage by Sa‘adya to Qillir: ¯Â˙·) È¯ÈÏ˜‰ Ï˘ ‰Ê Â‚‰ÓÎ ‡Ó˘Â

¯·ÈÁ˘ ˙·˘Ï Ì˘‚‰ ˙˙Ú·˘ ,'ÌÈÈÓÂÈ „ÚÒ ˙ÁÂ¯‡'· ‚"Ò¯ ‚‰ (?ı¯Ú‰ ÔËÈÈÙÏ ‰ÂÂÁÓ. So

according to Granat, a shiv‘ata signed ¯ÊÚÏ‡ was not written by Eleazar Qillir

but by Sa‘adya, who wanted to imitate Eleazar Qillir, and the very use of

the signature ¯ÊÚÏ‡ “paradoxically” proves that it was written by Sa‘adya. In

my view, paradoxical modes of argumentation are not appropriate to piyyut

research in particular and or to research in the humanities in general. I believe

it is much more scientifically responsible, when a particular object of study

(in this case, a shiv‘ata) appears to belong within a certain analytical category

(in this case, the corpus of Qillirian piyyut
˙
im), to place it within that category,

11 See Elizur (n. 9 above), p. 20.
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unless there are compelling reasons to reject the obvious classification, which

appear to me to be absent in this case.

This brings us to the use of a number of words or phrases in the shiv‘ata in

question, which Granat believes betray its Sa‘adyanic character. Granat himself

admits that there is a distinction between the idiom of the framing shiv‘ata

and the Sa‘adyanic idiom of the inserted piyyut
˙
im: Ô‚ÙÂÓ‰ È‡È„ÚÒ‰ ÌÂÈ·ˆ ˙ÓÂÚÏ

ÈËÈÈÙ ÁÒÂÏ ¯˙ÂÈ ˙Â·Â¯˜Â ÔÎÏ‰Ó· ¯˙ÂÈ ˙ÂÚÂˆ '˙¯‚ÒÓ‰ ˙Â·ÈËÁ' ˙Â‡¯ ...ÌÈÂ¯Á‡‰ Ï˘

'È„¯„ËÒ'. However, he identifies the following elements that, in his view,

argue for Sa‘adyanic authorship: ·ÂË ˙˘„ (l. 4), ‚· (l. 2), ‰ÈÙÈ¯Ú ˙Â¯˙ˆ (l.

22). The first is singled out because it contains an unusual feminine form of

the common biblical word Ô˘„, which is attested elsewhere in the Sa‘adyanic

corpus. However, unusual feminine forms are also attested in the Qillirian

corpus. Take, for example the word ‰ÂÓÏˆ found in the Qillirian seder yetsira

for Shemini ‘Atzeret (l. 18 [ed. Goldschmidt-Frenkel, p. 411]).12 This form is

not only unexpectedly feminine, but it is also a common noun derived from a

toponym that is attested only twice in the Bible, therefore clearly demonstrating

the quality of ‡¯˜Ó·˘ ˙Â¯Â‚˘ È˙Ï·‰Â ˙Â„„Â·‰ ˙·ÈÁ on the part of Qillir. I believe

that this accounts for the two forms found in ‰ÈÙÈ¯Ú ˙Â¯˙ˆ, which are both

hapax legomena, as well as the form ‚·, derived from the biblical ‚·˙Ù, which

is attested several times, all in Daniel. One might also suggest for the sake

of argument that the locutions in question were first employed in the present

context by Qillir and were picked up by Sa‘adya. This is, of course, just a

guess, but it is not unreasonable in view of the esteem in which Sa‘adya held

Qillirian piyyut
˙

specifically from the point of view of language; cf. his famous

comment in the Arabic introduction to the Egron: ‰ÈÏÚ „‰˘˙Ò‡ Ô‡ ˙È‡¯ ‡Ó Ì'˙

ÍÏ'„ ˙ÏÚÙ ...¯ÊÚÏ‡Â È‡ÈÂ ÈÒÂÈ Ô· ÈÒÂÈ ÔÈÏÂ‡Ï‡ ‡¯Ú˘Ï‡ ÏÂ˜ ÔÓ.13

On the basis of the data available through the Historical Hebrew Dictionary

12 Cf. also Rand (n. 3 above), pp. 514y515.
13 “Now [with regard to] that which I saw fit to supply with attestations from the ancient

poets, Yose ben Yose and Yannai and Eleazar ... I did so.” Cf. N. Allony, ·‡˙Î Z ÔÂ¯‚‡‰

ÔÂ‡‚ ‰È„ÚÒ ·¯ ˙‡Ó Z È‡¯·ÚÏ‡ ¯Ú˘Ï‡ ÏÂˆ‡ (Jerusalem 1969), p. 154.
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project, Granat shows that all of the forms listed by him, leaving aside the

shiv‘ata in question, are attested exclusively in Sa‘adya (with the exception

of one case in Shmuel ha-Shelishi, whose idiom can be safely considered

Sa‘adyanic), and argues that this fact indicates that our shiv‘ata too is

Sa‘adyanic. But this mode of argumentation is methodologically faulty, since

it “stacks the deck” in favor of Sa‘adya. The database of the Historical Hebrew

Dictionary project is far from being complete, and significant portions of the

Qillirian corpus have yet to be entered into it. If, therefore, on the basis

of lexical argumentation, we were to enter the composition in question into

the database as Sa‘adyanic, we would thereby have distorted the number

of attestations of particular lexemes in favor of Sa‘adya, so that the next

time we came to evaluate the possible Qillirian authorship of a composition

containing the same lexemes (which, given the amount of material left to be

processed, is not an unlikely scenario), we would be even less inclined to

think it Qillirian since in the meantime the number of Sa‘adyanic examples

would have grown at the direct expense of Qillirian examples. In my view,

in the present case it is preferable to be guided by the obvious fact that the

language of piyyut
˙

is firmly rooted in Scripture, and to simply assume that (on

principle) a payyet
˙
an like Qillir was just as free as a payyet

˙
an like Sa‘adya

to select certain biblical words from the available inventory, to manipulate

them morphologically (e.g., by adding or removing a feminine ending), and to

employ them in his composition.

Item 8:

I do not accept Granat’s suggestion (and as he himself indicates, Zulay likewise

was not certain that in this case the verb ¯Ú‚ refers to roaring and the like),14

14 I do not understand why, in citing Zulay’s article "ÌÈËÈÈÙ‰ ÔÂ˘Ï· ˙ÂÁÎ˘", Granat supplies
the information that it was first published more than 65 years ago. If he means to imply
that I was not aware of this article (which was published so long ago!), then he is wrong
— see the bibliography in Rand (n. 3 above), p. 537. I do not think that it is my scholarly
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since the line in question gives no reason to think that the payyet
˙
an is referring

to sound production. The examples listed by Zulay indicate that the verb

¯‰‚ “to roar” is either simply intransitive, or takes a word such as ÏÂ˜ as an

adverbial object.15 In the present case, the direct object of the verb is water

— ¯‰‚ ˙ÂÁÂÓ ÈÓ — which is inappropriate to the range of usages of the verb

¯‰‚ “to roar.” Granat correctly points to Jeremiah 10:13 (parallel to 51:16) as

appearing in the context of Rain shiv‘atot. This verse is frequently employed

by Qillir — see, for example, p. 52*, l. 34 and p. 53*, l. 42 in the material

published in my previous article. However, I do not think that this verse is

alluded to in the sentence under discussion, since the verse treats of the sounds

accompanying rain, while the sentence under discussion does not. Granat

suggests the following interpretation: ˙„¯· ÚÓ˘‰ ('¯«‰¿b') ÌÈÓ‰ ÔÂÓ‰ ÏÂ˜ ˙‡ ÚÓ˘‰

('˙BÁe¿Ó È≈Ó') ‰Î¯·‰ ÈÓ˘‚. In my view, this stretches the syntax and the semantics

of the sentence beyond all likelihood. According to Zulay, ¯‰‚ means “to roar.”

There is no indication anywhere that it means “to utter the sound of raging

waters,” as Granat would have it. Likewise, ˙ÂÁÂÓ ÈÓ means “peaceful waters”

(a meaning that, by the way, is inconsonant with the image of a downpour

accompanied by thunder), a noun phrase that cannot be made to serve in place

of an entire subordinate clause.

responsibility to cite material that does not further the understanding of the material that
I am trying to interpret, and since Zulay’s contribution in this case was the identification
of the meaning “to roar, etc.” for the verb ¯‰‚, a meaning that I do not see in the present
context (see above), I did not consider it necessary to refer to his discussion of the verb.

15 In one case, from Yosef ibn Avitur, the verb ¯‰‚ does take a direct object, but there the
meaning is clearly “to rebuke” (i.e., close to ¯Ú‚) rather than “to roar,” i.e., the stress is
laid on the ethical, rather than the vocal, aspect of the verb: ¯Â‰‚ ˙ÂÏ˙‰Ó È¯‰Â‚ “Rebuke the
mocking rebukers”. See M. Zulay, "ÌÈËÈÈÙ‰ ÔÂ˘Ï· ˙ÂÁÎ˘" in idem, ‰ÈËÂÈÙÂ Ï‡¯˘È ı¯‡ (ed.
E. Chazan, Jerusalem 1995), p. 446.
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Item 9:

Granat’s interpretation, together with the suggested emendation, should be

accepted. The lexicological discussion, based on an emended form, is irrelevant.

Item 10:

This is a perfect illustration of the far-fetched results to which Granat’s method

of attribution leads. In the present case, in light of an explicit Qillirian acrostic

signature (and in the absence of any textual or liturgical reasons to deny

Qillirian authorship), his argumentation rests on a listing of phrases, etc.

that are “difficult,” together with a few that are “Sa‘adyanic” or “late.” The

conclusion that he draws from this list is as follows: ÏÂÏ˘Ï ‰˘˜ È˙Ú„ ˙ÂÈÚÏ

˙˙Ú·˘ ÈÂ˜ÈÁ· ÂÁÂÎ ˙‡ ‰ÒÈ˘ ,ÒÁÈ· ¯ÁÂ‡Ó ÔËÈÈÙ Ï˘ Â˙¯ÈˆÈ· ¯·Â„Ó ÈÎ ˙Â¯˘Ù‡‰ ˙‡

ÌÂ„˜‰ ÔËÈÈÙ‰ Ï˘ ÂÓ˘ ˙ÓÈ˙Á ˙‡ Ô‰Â ˙ÂÈ·˙‰ ˙‡ Ô‰ ‰ÓÓ Ï‡˘Â ˙Ú„Â ˙È¯ÈÏ˜ Ì˘‚

ÌÒ¯ÂÙÓ‰Â. So we are asked to believe that some other payyet
˙
an, not Qillir,

imitated Qillir to the extent of signing his name in the acrostic, though in

regard to the difficult language his imitation was a failure, as a result of which

Granat is able to identify it as such. At the very least, it should have occurred

to him that the same data can be interpreted in exactly the opposite, and

much more likely, fashion — i.e., that rather than being faced with a blatantly

pseudepigraphic composition, we are dealing with a case of a prodigiously

talented payyet
˙
an, whose ability to write in different registers is quite well

documented, composing in a style that is not yet (well) attested in his known

corpus. In note 79, Granat mitigates his conclusion somewhat: ‰ˆÓÓ‰ ‰Â·ÈÏ ˙‡

Â˙¯ÈˆÈÂ ÏÏÎ· ÌÂ„˜‰ ËÂÈÙ‰ ¯˜Á· ¯˙ÂÈ Ì„˜˙Ó ·Ï˘Ï ˙ÂÁ„Ï ÈÏÂ‡ ÈÂ‡¯ ÂÊ ÒÂÁÈÈ ˙ÈÈÚ· Ï˘

Ë¯Ù· È¯ÈÏ˜‰ Ï˘. But given his methodology with regard to establishing Qillirian

authorship, the results will be the same: Granat’s Qillirian corpus will contain

only those compositions that suit his definition of “Qillirian,” and everything

that does not match this ideal corpus will be excluded as imitations, or perhaps

on other grounds. In short, the procedure suggested here by Granat undermines
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the very foundations of modern piyyut
˙

research, since it prevents us from

assembling the corpus on which our judgments should be based.16

With regard to the acrostic signature of the seder yetsira, Granat’s suggested

reading È¯ÈÚÒ in l. 58 is correct (cf. his item 12). If, furthermore, one were to

accept his quite reasonable suggested emendation of l. 62 to ÌÈ˘‰ ÌÈ·ÂË ˘‚¯

„ÚÂÂÏ,17 the resulting signature would be: ‡¯ÙÒ ˙[.]˜Ó [¯]ÈÏ˜ È·¯È· ¯ÊÚ[Ï‡] (i.e.,

one letter missing from the expected ˙È¯˜Ó, and an extra aleph after the word

¯ÙÒ). But of course this would still not yield the proper form of the name

signature, as he suggests.

Items 11y15:
The readings and interpretations suggested by Granat are to be preferred to

mine.

Item 16:
I wish to thank Granat for pointing out that the reshut [˙ÂÎ¯·] ÔÂÚÓÓ ÛÈ˜˘˙ in

MS Mosseri IV 369 is actually the first part of the reshut in MS Cambridge T-S

NS 127.24, and that the whole is parallel to the reshut ÔÂˆ¯Ï ÂÈ‰È ÈÙ È¯Ó‡, as these

facts had escaped my notice. I furthermore find convincing his suggestion that

the two reshuyot [˙ÂÎ¯·] ÔÂÚÓÓ ÛÈ˜˘˙ + ‰Ë˜ ... were originally intended as a

pair. However, I do not understand why in his view the fact that the reshut È¯Ó‡

16 Granat mentions a number of places in the shiv‘ata in which reference is made to Yom
Kippur — ll. 103, 201, 178 (see also notes 80, 81) — finding the presence of this theme
in a composition for Shemini ‘Atzeret remarkable: Ì˘‚‰ ˙Â˙Ú·˘Ï ÈÈÈÙÂ‡ ÂÈ‡ ‰Ê ÍÏ‰Ó

Ë¯Ù· ˙ÂÈ¯ÈÏ˜‰Â ÏÏÎ· ˙ÂÓÂ„˜‰. To me it does not seem so surprising that Yom Kippur
should be mentioned during a festival that takes place a short while afterward; compare, for
example, the opening line of the Qillirian qedushta for Sukkot ¯ÂtÎ ÏÈÁ· È˙ÓÈÂ‡ (l. 1 [ed.
Goldschmidt-Frenkel, p. 98]).

17 The interpretation of the line offered in note 71 is also to be preferred. On the other hand,
the vocalization suggested by him in note 81 is puzzling. My vocalization Ì»̇BÏBÚ “their
iniquities” is based on the Biblical ˙BÏBÚ (Psalms 58:3; 64:7), whereas I am not aware of
any ancient authority for his suggested Ì»̇BÏ¿Â«Ú.
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ÔÂˆ¯Ï ÂÈ‰È ÈÙ is built in accordance with an ·"‡ acrostic, while the reshut ÛÈ˜˘˙

[˙ÂÎ¯·] ÔÂÚÓÓ employs a ˜"¯˘˙ order proves that the latter is dependent on the

former (ÔÂ˘‡¯· ÔÂ¯Á‡‰ ˙ÂÏ˙ ˙‡ ÏÈÏÚ· ÁÈÎÂ‰Ï Ô˙È ÈÎ ‰ÓÂ„ ‰Ê Ï„·‰ ÁÂÎÓ). If his

suggestion that the two reshuyot are an organic pair is correct, it would make

sense that the first member of the pair employs an ·"‡ acrostic while the second

member employs the opposite order. Furthermore, in the case of the ˜"¯˘˙

reshut [˙ÂÎ¯·] ÔÂÚÓÓ ÛÈ˜˘˙ the seventh line — i.e., the first refrain line, ÈÚ

[˙ÂÎ¯·] ÈÓ˘‚· (as correctly read and restored by Granat) — comes after the letter

pe of the acrostic order. This would help to explain the unusual structure of

the reshut, namely, that the payyet
˙
an chose to compose in seven-line strophes,

the seventh line being the refrain, since in this way the first occurrence of the

refrain would fit within the acrostic structure, as it were.18 So it appears to me

that the reshut [˙ÂÎ¯·] ÔÂÚÓÓ ÛÈ˜˘˙ is the model on which the reshut ÂÈ‰È ÈÙ È¯Ó‡

ÔÂˆ¯Ï is based, rather than the other way around.19

With regard to the Qillirian authorship of the entire composition, I have

nothing to add to the structural parallels cited by Granat.20 As for the weight

to be attributed to the lexical items Ì‚‰ (Biblical), ‰ÙÈ„Ú (attested in Qillir)

18 This, of course, is the reason that I failed to realize in the first place that the line ÈÓ˘‚· ÈÚ

[˙ÂÎ¯·] is a refrain.
19 Granat shows that the line ˙Â¯Â· ÈÓ˘‚ ÂÈ‰È˘, which seems corrupt in the reshut ÔÂÚÓÓ ÛÈ˜˘˙

˙ÂÎ¯· where it fails to supply the required acrostic letter gimel, is correctly situated in the
shin slot in the reshut ÔÂˆ¯Ï ÂÈ‰È ÈÙ È¯Ó‡. But oddly, within the same context, he suggests that
the line be emended in [˙ÂÎ¯·] ÔÂÚÓÓ ÛÈ˜˘˙ by removing the first element, thereby yielding
˙ÂÎ¯· ÈÓ˘‚, even suggesting that ‰ÏÈÁ˙Ó ËÂÈÙ‰ ¯·ÁÓ ÔÂÂÈÎ Û‡ ÍÎÏ ÈÎ „Â‡Ó ÔÎ˙ÈÈ. However, the
result of this emendation is ungrammatical, and therefore highly unlikely. It seems much
more likely, given the parallel, that the copyist of [˙ÂÎ¯·] ÔÂÚÓÓ ÛÈ˜˘˙ was familiar with the
derivative reshut ÔÂˆ¯Ï ÂÈ‰È ÈÙ È¯Ó‡ and simply inserted the line into an incorrect position
in the former reshut because in the latter it follows the line ˙Â¯ÂÈÂ ˙Â˘Â˜ÏÓ ¯Ù˘ (i.e., the
positioning there is appropriate with regard to the acrostic) while in the former it follows
the very similar line ˙Â¯ÂÈ ˙Â˘Â˜ÏÓ [¯·‚ Ï"ˆ] ¯·È‚.

20 The question of the structure of the Qillirian (and related) shiv‘atot for Dew and Rain
is discussed in extenso in M. Rand, “Compositional Technique in Qillirian Piyyut

˙
im for

Rain and Dew,” due to appear in the proceedings of a conference held by
the Taylor-Schechter Genizah Research Unit in honor of Stephan Reif in
the summer of 2007.
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and ·‡ÎÓ (attested in the classical payyet
˙
an Pinh

˙
as), I refer the reader to my

comments on Item 7 above. I believe that the structural parallels to other

Qillirian compositions, taken together with the acrostic signature ¯ÊÚÏ,21 suffice

to attribute the composition to Qillir. Even if the reshut [˙ÂÎ¯·] ÔÂÚÓÓ ÛÈ˜˘˙

were proven to be late, this would not impugn the Qillirian authorship of the

rest of the composition, since the reshut could very well not be original to it,

as I pointed out in my original publication.

In the present context, I would like to take the opportunity to mention two

corrections suggested to me by B. Loeffler. In piyyut
˙

14b, l. 56 the correct

reading is ÌÈƒnÂ‡Àz ‰∆ËBÚ (the spelling is influenced by the rhyme-word ÌÈƒÓB‡¿z

in l. 58), the reference being to Levi. The variant reading of MS Firkovitch II

A 236.6a, reported in the apparatus, is to be corrected to ÌÈÓÀ̇. In l. 72, the text

is to be vocalized: ‰∆i«Á¿È ÌƒÈ«̇»Ó Ì∆‰È≈L‡»̄ ˙«ÚÈƒË. The words ÌÈ«̇»Ó Ì‰È˘‡¯ serve as an

epithet for Issachar (cf. I Chronicles 12:33 and the midrash in Ber. Rab. 72:5

[ed. Theodor-Albeck, p. 842]), so that the whole may be translated as: “May

[the rain] revive the planting[s] of ‘Their heads are 200’ [=Issachar].”

The damaged seder pesuqim that appears as piyyut
˙

No. 15 in my article

and that I explicitly attributed to the corpus on the basis of form alone can be

considered anonymous.

Item 17:
Following up on Granat’s suggestion, one might speculate that ˙ÂÎ¯· functions

adverbially, so that ·‡˘ÂÈ ˙ÂÎ¯· ÌÈÓ˘‚ ˙„È¯È may be translated as: “May the

descending rains be drawn [as] blessings.” Alternatively, one could adopt the

variant reading Ì˘‚ (see the apparatus ad loc.), so that the line would read

·‡˘ÂÈ ˙ÂÎ¯· Ì˘‚ ˙„È¯È (i.e., Ì˘‚ in construct with ˙ÂÎ¯·, as a variation on the

phrase ‰Î¯· ÈÓ˘‚).

21 The seder pesuqim in question is clearly signed ¯ÊÚÏ, not ¯ÊÚÏ[?‡] as Granat suggests. The
signature ¯ÊÚÏ is attested in Qillirian piyyutim; cf. E. Fleischer, "ÌÈÈ¯ÈÏÈ˜ ÌÈÈÈÚ", Tarbiz 50
(1980y1981), p. 283.


